
St. John’s Spiritual Explorers  
(formerly known as "Men's Book Group)  

If you feel lost along the journey of faith or are 
simply interested in getting better bearings; if you 
are curious about spiritual matters and how to  
enhance your spiritual sensitivity in your daily life; 
if you seek to more seamlessly connect inner faith 
with the needs of the world around you, then you 
may want to be part of the Spiritual Explorers 
group at St. John’s. 

 Who we are: 

We are a group of men at St. John’s who are interested in developing our spiritual senses and  

encountering Christ individually and collectively. We come from a variety of Christian backgrounds and 
from different places in our faith journeys, and we have a common interest in further exploring our faith 
journeys. We have an interesting mix of career stages (including retirement) and ages.  

 Where we have been (history) and why we meet: 

This group started in 2012 when several parishioners at St. Johns expressed an interest for small-group 
interactions. Since then, we have sought to enhance our personal spiritual senses, function as a small 
community to understand and support each other, and to enhance our individual and collective  

connection and service to St. Johns and others with whom our lives intersect.  We focus on our Christian 
faith, prayer, spiritual awareness, and how we use these to serve the needs of those around us.  

 When we meet: 

We meet on alternating Wednesday mornings, from 6:45-8:15, in the Philbrick Room at St. Johns. There 
is a Keurig coffee maker for those who want to make a coffee, and others bring their own coffee. For 
those who want other morning nourishment, we tend to be BYO.  

 How the "book" serves the group:  

We use a book as a central context and focus for our discussion. As we learn each other's stories, we are 
able to move into times of prayer, laughter, challenging discussion, and even times of silence. The books 
we read serve as a catalyst for discussion, rather than as the object of the discussion. Thus the pacing of 
our reading is slower than a typical "book group" and we will tend to linger in a single book for multiple 
meetings, seeking deeper meanings as we link the book to our lives. Typically we work through one or 
two books each fall and spring. 

 How we choose our books:  

We seek to have consensus when we adopt a new book. Over the past six years we have read a variety of 
books that relate to our Christian Faith and spiritual senses. The books we choose cover a variety of faith
-based subjects, from deeply contemplative to active social justice. We embrace a broad range of  

Christian perspectives, including Roman Catholic (e.g., Richard Rohr; Joan Chittister), historical  

(Marcus Borg), evangelical (Philip Yancey), and ecumenical (our most recent book, The Book of Joy, by the 
Dali Lama, Desmond Tutu, and Joshua Abrams).  

 What is ahead for this fall:  
We look forward to welcoming new members to join us for the next church year who are willing to com-
mit to meeting, reading, and spiritual exploration. At our first meeting on Wednesday, September 12, we 
will have a time of introductions and select the next book to guide our exploration in the fall. If you are 
interested or want additional information (or encouragement!), contact Peter Tarlton 
(aptarlton@comcast.net) or Tom Gruen (tgruen@comcast.net ). 
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